
Single
HP

Unprecdented torque delivery

ATS Prospec II single covers 600 HP with

the pedal effort lighter than stock

ProSpec II –2,400

With the introduction of a higher leverage pressure

plate and a new reinforced cover, the clamping rate

has been raised to 2,400kg . The light pedal effort and

the excellent carbon clutch characteristics are intact.
Available with

1,600 & 2,400
Clamping forece

Light inertia

The ultra light structure reduces

the moment of inertia which en-

hances the every movement of your

vehicle

No slippage at cold temp

When the engine is warmed up,

even at the cold temperature ,

ATS carbon clutch does notslip

Crisp engagement

The return springs on the cover con-

stantly pull the pressure plate and

generates the stable and crisp gear

change

Ultra light pedal effort

The pedal effort light er than stock

provide very comfortable driving. It

is 20 % lighter than previous 1,300kg

Nimble shift

The carbon disc weighs only

200g which enhances the syn-

chronization and make the nim-

ble and sharp shifting possible.

Soft engagement

The carbon clutch engages

much softer than metal clutch

and makes half clutch operation

easier
Spec II 2,400 is available for all the previous

Spec I models except for Honda FF and Porsche

Spec II Carbon Twin / Carbon Triple
Spec II twin / triple provides higher clamping force than the previous
models with the lighter than stock pedal effort. Please refer to our web-
site for detail

Verified at the actual street and race track driving

The rated 600 HP is not the mere calculated number . The
Prospec II 2400 has been tested extensively by ATS Supra
(600 HP / 70kgm) on the street as well as the race tracks

ATS products distributed by PPI www.ppi-ats.com
For more information, please contact PPI or our dealers listed no the website

ATS supported driver Mr. Arai won the

2010 All Japan gymkhana champion se-

ries in SA class. Car ATS-Mugen NSX

w/ Spec II LSD and ProSpec II clutch


